The LLL basis reduction algorithm was the first polynomial-time algorithm to compute a reduced basis of a given lattice, and hence also a short vector in the lattice. It thereby approximately solves an NP-hard problem. The algorithm has several applications in number theory, computer algebra and cryptography.
Introduction
The LLL basis reduction algorithm, originally introduced by (and named after) Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász [11] , is a remarkable algorithm with numerous applications. The algorithm computes an approximate solution to the following problem:
Shortest Vector Problem (SVP): Given a linearly independent set of m vectors, f 0 , . . . , f m−1 ∈ Z n , which form a basis of the corresponding lattice (the set of vectors that can be written as linear combinations of the f i , with integer coefficients), compute a non-zero lattice vector that has the smallest-possible norm.
This problem plays an important role in number theory and cryptography [14] . It is NP-hard to solve exactly in general [13] , but, given any basis of a lattice L as input, the LLL algorithm computes, in polynomial time, a basis of L that is reduced w.r.t. α, which implies, among other things, that the shortest vector in the basis is at most α m−1 2 times larger than the shortest non-zero vector in the lattice. Here, α > 4 3 is a parameter of the algorithm that also appears in the running time.
In recent work, Divasón, Joosten, Thiemann, and Yamada [5] developed the first mechanized proof of the soundness of the LLL algorithm, using Isabelle/HOL [17] . Since Isabelle code can be exported to other programming languages and then run on actual data, their work results in a verified implementation of the LLL algorithm. Having verified implementations of algorithms is important not mainly because the correctness of the algorithms themselves might be in doubt, but because such implementations can be composed into large reliable programs, of which every part has been formally proved to work as intended.
Our first contribution is to modify the verified implementation of the LLL algorithm from [5] so as to make it considerably faster. Although both the input and the output of instances of SVP are sets of integer-valued vectors, the original formalization followed a particular textbook version of the algorithm, that makes extensive use of computations on rational numbers. We determined via tests that gcd computations, which are necessary in order to reduce fractions, accounted for at least 83 % of the running time of that implementation on each input. In order to improve on this, we followed [7, 18] to obtain a fully verified, integer-only implementation of the LLL algorithm, thus eliminating the need for the use of rational numbers altogether.
The corresponding generated Haskell code now runs in time comparable to that of the LLL implementation in some commercial software packages for mathematical computations, such as Mathematica (see Figure 1 ). Specifically, in numerical experiments, our new implementation was, at worst, about 7x slower than Mathematica; usually the two were much closer in speed. This means that, in addition to having the advantage of being formally verified, our implementation is now usable in practice. By contrast, on lattices of dimension n ≥ 30, the old verified implementation is at least 3n times slower than the new one. However, it should be noted that specialized floating-point implementations of LLL like fplll [19] are still orders of magnitude faster than either our new implementation or the one in Mathematica. Our second contribution is a formal proof of a polynomial bound on the running-time of the rational version of the algorithm from [5] (for which only the correctness, not the complexity bound, was formally proved), as well as the running time of the new integer version. We focus mainly on the latter in our presentation, but in both cases, the complexity bound is proved by first showing a polynomial bound on the number of arithmetic operations, and then showing that throughout the entire execution of the algorithm, the computed numbers can be represented using a number of bits that is polynomial in the size of the input. The two main Isabelle lemmas expressing these facts are the following:
• lemma reduce basis cost expanded:
assumes Lg = nat log (of rat (4 · α / (4 + α))) A and
shows cost (reduce basis cost fs) ≤ 49 · m 3 · n · Lg (* illustrative bound *)
The function reduce basis cost is an extended version of reduce basis (which implements the (integer) LLL algorithm). The extended function returns the result of the original function, together with the number of arithmetic operations required to compute it. The above lemma then gives a polynomial upper bound on this number of required operations, where A is the maximum squared norm of the input vectors, and Lg is the logarithm of A with base 4α 4+α (which is > 1 when α > 4 3 ). The above bound is a simplified version of the finer bound from the code, and only serves to illustrate the fact that it is polynomial.
• lemma combined size bound integer: assumes ... and M = Max {|fs ! i $ j| | i j. i < m ∧ j < n} and x ∈ ... (* description of numbers during run of algorithm *) shows log 2 |x| ≤ (6 + 6 · m) · log 2 (M · n) + m + log 2 m
The second lemma combines the size bounds for all numbers computed by the algorithm throughout its run. Here, M is the maximum absolute value occurring in the input fs.
Together, the two lemmas imply the polynomial complexity of our implementation of the LLL algorithm, since each arithmetic operation can be computed in polynomial time, and only polynomially many such operations are executed.
The two contributions amount to a considerable expansion of the original project of [5] , with the code base having roughly doubled. The new proofs are available in the Archive of Formal Proofs (AFP) for Isabelle 2018, entry LLL Basis Reduction [1] . All definitions and lemmas found in this paper are also links which lead to an HTML version of the corresponding Isabelle theory file. The code referenced here can be found in the following theories: Gram Schmidt Int.thy, LLL Number Bounds.thy, LLL Integer Equations.thy, LLL Mu Integer Impl.thy, and LLL Mu Integer Impl Complexity.thy. We provide further installation instructions for the formalization at http://cl-informatik.uibk.ac.at/isafor/ experiments/lll. This website also contains experimental data, such as the input matrices, the experimental setup, and the Haskell code of the old and the new verified LLL implementation.
We briefly discuss how the present work ties in with other related projects. As an example of verified software we mention CeTA [3, 20] , a tool for checking untrusted termination proofs and complexity proofs. One of the checks performed by this software requires computations with algebraic numbers. Although verified implementations of algebraic numbers are already available both in Coq [2] and in Isabelle/HOL [12, 22] , there is still room for improvement: since the algebraic number computations heavily rely upon polynomial factorization, the verification of a fast factorization algorithm would greatly improve the performance of these implementations. A natural choice would then be van Hoeij's algorithm [24] , which is currently the fastest deterministic polynomial factorization algorithm (it successfully factors polynomials in seconds on examples where a verified implementation [4] does not finish even in hours). Since van Hoeij's algorithm uses the LLL basis reduction algorithm as a subroutine, a future verified version of it can make full use of the efficiency of our new LLL implementation.
The remaining sections are organized as follows: We first recall the existing formalization in Section 2. In Section 3 we discuss the details of implementing and proving the correctness of the integer LLL algorithm in Isabelle. We illustrate the formal proof of the bound on the number of arithmetic operations in Section 4, and present the bounds on the size of the numbers in Section 5. We discuss the technicalities of using Cramer's lemma in Isabelle in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
Preliminaries
Interactive theorem proving Our tool of choice for the formalization of proofs is Isabelle/HOL. We assume familiarity with it, and refer the reader to [16] for a quick introduction, but nevertheless we briefly review some Isabelle notation, which should make most of the code segments accessible to readers familiar only with standard mathematical notation.
All terms in Isabelle must have a well-defined type, specified with a double-colon: term :: type. Type variables have a sign before the identifier. The type of a function with domain A and range B is specified as A ⇒ B. Each of the base types nat, int and rat corresponds to the number set suggested by its name. Access to an element of a vector, list, or array is denoted, respectively, by $ , !, !!. For example, if fs is of type int vec list, the type of lists of vectors of integers, then fs ! i $ j denotes the j-th component of the i-th vector in the list. In the text, we will often use more common mathematical notation instead of Isabelle notation. For example, we would write f i rather than fs ! i. The syntax for function application in Isabelle is func arg1 arg2 ...; terms are separated by white spaces, and func can be either the name of a function or a lambda expression. Note that some terms that we index with subscripts in the in-text mathematical notation are defined as functions in the Isabelle code (for example µ i,j stands for mu i j).
The Formalized LLL Algorithm
In this section we briefly review the existing Isabelle/HOL formalization of the LLL algorithm [5] , focusing only on the process of formally verifying its correctness; for an explanation of the algorithm itself, we refer to [25] or [14] .
The algorithm to be formalized is given as pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. Here, x = x+ 1 2 is the integer nearest to x, the inner product of vectors u and v is denoted by u • v, and u 2 = u • u is the squared Euclidean norm of u. The values g i and µ i,j are defined as follows, with f always referring to the current values of f in Algorithm 1:
The vectors g are the so-called Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (GSO) vectors and the recursive definitions of g and µ describe the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure. If f 0 , . . . , f m−1 are a list of linearly independent vectors in R n or Q n , then g 0 , . . . , g m−1 are an orthogonal basis for the space spanned by f 0 , . . . , f m−1 . This procedure has already been formalized in Isabelle as a function gram schmidt in the proof of existence of the Jordan normal forms [23] . Output: A basis for the same lattice as f 0 , . . . , f m−1 , that is reduced w.r.t.
The overall approach to formalizing the rest of Algorithm 1 is as follows (although we note that the presentation here hides some refinements). First, the algorithm is encoded in several functions (see the explanations following the code). From here onward, throughout the rest of the paper, we present Isabelle code residing in a context that fixes the approximation factor α, the dimensions n and m, and the basis fs init of the initial (input) lattice. Some remarks about the above code fragments:
• The body of the while-loop (lines 3-7) is modeled by the function basis reduction step, the details of which we omit.
• The while-loop itself (line 2) is modeled as the partial function basis reduction main. Note that the function is not necessarily terminating, since there is no restriction on the validity of inputs (e.g. α = 0 is not ruled out). Putting these assumptions into the context might be possible for proving properties of the LLL algorithm, but would prevent code-generation.
• Finally, the full algorithm is implemented as the function reduce basis, which starts the loop and then returns the final integer basis f 0 , . . . , f m−1 .
Next, in order to prove the correctness of the algorithm, an invariant is defined, which is simply a set of conditions that the current state must satisfy throughout the entire execution of the algorithm. In the following definition, lin indpt list is a predicate expressing linear independence. The predicate reduced k fs requires that the current g and µ values of the first k vectors of fs are reduced w.r.t. α, i.e., that µ i,j ≤ 1 2 holds for all j < i < k and that
definition LLL invariant i fs = ( lin indpt list fs ∧ lattice of fs = lattice of fs init ∧ length fs = m ∧ reduced i fs
The key correctness property of the LLL algorithm is then given by the following lemma, which states that the invariant is preserved in the while-loop of Algorithm 1 (specifically, that if the current state, prior to the execution of an instruction, satisfies the invariant, then so does the resulting state after the instruction). The lemma also states that a measure indicating how far the algorithm is from completing the computation, is decreasing -this is used to prove that the algorithm terminates. lemma basis reduction step: assumes LLL invariant i fs and i < m and basis reduction step (i, fs) = (i , fs ) shows LLL invariant i fs and LLL measure i fs < LLL measure i fs Finally, using Lemma basis reduction step, one can prove the following crucial properties of the LLL algorithm. Again, A is the maximum squared norm of the initial lattice basis fs init .
1. The resulting basis is reduced and is a basis for the same lattice as the initial basis. The first element of the reduced basis is an approximation of the shortest vector in the lattice.
lemma short vector: assumes v = hd (reduce basis fs) and h ∈ lattice of fs − {0}
The algorithm terminates, since the LLL measure is decreasing in each iteration.
3. The number of loop iterations is bounded by LLL measure i fs when invoking the algorithm on inputs i and fs, so reduce basis requires at most LLL measure i fs many iterations.
LLL measure i fs
These properties have all been stated and proved in [5] . There, the verified algorithm already contains some optimizations, e.g., the g vectors are incrementally updated whenever f is changed, instead of computing g from scratch in every iteration. Using the upper bound for the LLL measure, one can derive a total bound of O(m 3 · n · log A) arithmetic operations for the LLL algorithm. However, this has not been done formally in [5] , nor has a bound on the values of f i , g i and µ i,j been formally proved. Especially, the latter property is not at all obvious and it is easily violated by small changes in the algorithm, cf. the last paragraphs of [5, Section 4].
A Formally Verified Integer Implementation of the LLL Algorithm
In this section we describe the formalization in Isabelle of a version of the LLL algorithm that uses only integers. As mentioned in the introduction, such an implementation is desirable for efficiency reasons.
To obtain an implementation of the LLL algorithm that uses only integer operations, we modify the Isabelle implementation of this algorithm from [5] . This modification is necessary because in order to perform the essential computations of the LLL algorithm, one needs to keep track of either the µ-matrix or the GSO-vectors corresponding to the (current) set of f vectors, neither of which contain integers in general. We therefore replace the µ-matrix by a matrix of integers with a similar meaning.
Given a set of vectors v 1 , . . . , v n , entry (i, j) of the corresponding Gramian matrix is defined to be v i
• v j . In our case, the vectors v i are the f i . The Gramian determinant then, is the determinant of the Gramian matrix.
There are multiple ways to define and characterize the Gramian matrix and determinant in Isabelle. From here onward, all of the code we show resides in a context in which the f vectors form a linearly independent set.
For brevity of notation, we will denote Gramian determinant fs k by d k or d k, unless we wish to emphasize that d k is defined as a determinant. Note that Gramian determinant depends explicitly on fs, whereas this dependency is implicit for d; whenever a quantity depends implicitly on fs, we assume that we are working in a context where fs is fixed.
Apart from the integer implementation, the Gramian determinant also appears when proving the termination of the LLL algorithm (it is used to define LLL measure), as well as when proving upper bounds on the numbers that are computed in the course of a run of the algorithm (see Section 5).
The most important fact for the integer implementation is given by the following lemma:
lemma Gramian determinant mu ints:
Based on this fact we derive a LLL implementation which only tracks the values ofμ, wherẽ µ i,j := d j+1 µ i,j (in the Isabelle source code,μ is called dµ). We can show that theμ values can be calculated using only integer arithmetic, and that it suffices to keep track of only these values in the LLL algorithm.
An Integer Implementation of Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
Since the LLL algorithm performs Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization as a subroutine, a full integer-only implementation of the former also requires such an implementation of the latter. For this, we mainly follow [7] , where a GSO-algorithm using only operations in an abstract integral domain is given. We made some small simplifications to this algorithm and then formalized in Isabelle most of the proofs from [7] .
Algorithm 2: Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (adapted from [7] ) -forμ-values only Input: A list of linearly independent vectors f 0 , .
The correctness of Algorithm 2 hinges on two properties: that the calculatedμ i,j are equal to d j+1 µ i,j , and that it is correct to use integer division in line 6 of the algorithm (in other words, that the intermediate values computed at every step of the algorithm are integers). We prove these two statements in Isabelle by starting out with a more abstract version of the algorithm, which we then refine to the one above. Specifically, we first define the relevant quantities
where σ l i j represents the value of σ at the l-th pass through the innermost loop. Note that the type of (the range of)μ and σ is rat and not int, which is why we can use general division (for fields) in the above function definition, rather than div . The advantage of lettingμ and σ have more general types is that we can proceed to prove all of the equations and lemmas from [7] while focusing only on underlying mathematics, without having to worry on non-exact division. For example, from the definition above we can easily show the following characterization:
which is needed to prove one of the two statements that are crucial for the correctness of the algorithm:
lemma σ integer: assumes l ≤ j and j ≤ i and i < m shows σ l i j ∈ Z We also mention that the proof of Lemma σ integer requires an application of Cramer's lemma. The difficulties with applying this lemma in Isabelle are described in Section 6.
The other ingredient required to prove correctness is to show howμ can be computed in terms of σ. lemmaμ: assumes j ≤ i and i < m showsμ i j = d j · (fs ! i · fs ! j) − σ j i j
Having proved the desired properties of the abstract version of the algorithm, we make the connection with an actual implementation that computes the values ofμ recursively. Here, the identities d j+1 =μ j,j and d 0 = 1 are also included; they show that theμ-values include the d-values in particular.
Note that these functions only use integer arithmetic and therefore return a value of type int. We then show that the new functions are equal to the ones defined previously. Here, of int is a function that converts a number of type int into the corresponding number of type rat.
Further note that the indices of σ Z are shifted by 1 with respect to the indices of σ. This is for the sake of ease of implementation.
We then replace the repeated calls ofμ Z by saving already computed values in an array for fast access. Furthermore, we rewrite σ Z to be a tail-recursive function, which completes the integer implementation of the algorithm.
Note that Algorithm 2 so far only computes theμ-matrix. This in particular includes the
For completeness, we also formalized Algorithm 3, which computes integer-valued multiples of the GSO-vectors. This, in turn, required us to also formally prove that all of the intermediate values (specifically, the values of τ in each iteration) are integer vectors, so that the vectorby-scalar division div v is exact division in each invocation. We again prove the correctness of this algorithm by first defining an abstract version and then refining it to an optimized and executable version.
An Integer Implementation of the LLL Algorithm
Recall that the verified implementation of Algorithm 1 in [5] stores both f and g, but recomputes the µ-values on the fly. Alternatively, one can store the f vectors, the µ values, and the norms of the g vectors, in which case the g vectors themselves are no longer required [11] . The latter approach has the advantage that from this representation it is easy to switch to an implementation that only stores f , theμ-matrix, and the d-values, which, by Lemma σ Zμ , are all integer values and integer vectors [18] . This integer representation will be the basis for our verified integer implementation of the LLL algorithm. To prove its soundness, we proceed similarly as for the GSO procedure: We first provide an implementation which still operates on rational numbers and uses field-division. We then use Lemma σ Zμ to implement and prove soundness of an equivalent but efficient algorithm which only operates on integers.
First, we need to extend the soundness properties of the existing verified LLL algorithm. 
The computation lemma above is more versatile than just proving that the LLL-invariant is maintained in step 3 of Algorithm 1. The precise description of the µ-values allows us to establish the invariant easily: if c = µ i,j , then the new µ i,j -value will be small afterwards and only the µ i,j0 -entries with j 0 ≤ j can change. Moreover, the computation lemma allows us to implement this part of the algorithm for various representations, i.e., one obtains local updates for f , g, µ, and d.
Whereas the above computation lemmas mainly speak about rational numbers and vectors, we further provide similar computation lemmas for the integer values and vectors f ,μ, and d, in such a way that the new values can completely be calculated based on the previous integer values of f ,μ, and d. At this point, we also replace field divisions by integer divisions; the corresponding soundness proofs heavily rely upon Lemma σ Zμ . As an example, the computation lemma for the swap operation of f k−1 and f k provides the following equality for d and a more complex one for the update ofμ.
After having proved all the updates forμ and d when changing f , it remains to implement all the other expressions in Algorithm 1 based on these integer values. For instance, the expression
Finally, we plug everything together to obtain an executable LLL algorithm that uses solely integer operations. It has the same structure as Algorithm 1 and therefore we are able to prove that the integer algorithm and Algorithm 1 behave alike regarding the changes to the f vectors, only the internal representations being different. Consequently, we just reuse the existing soundness lemmas for Algorithm 1 like Lemma basis reduction step, in order to prove soundness of our integer implementation of the LLL algorithm.
We end this section with a small discussion on the general principles underlying our formalization. One can clearly identify an instance of a refinement approach: we conclude soundness of the integer algorithm via the soundness of the rational number algorithm in combination with a refinement relation (e.g., Lemma σ Zμ ) that connects both algorithms. The formulation of computation rules might be applicable for other algorithm as well. However, we do not see how to generalize the reasoning on why certain values during the execution of this specific algorithm are integers.
A Formally Verified Bound on the Number of Arithmetic Operations
In this section we provide details on how the Lemma reduce basis cost expanded from the introduction was proved. The first step to be able to reason about the number of arithmetic operations is to extend the whole algorithm by annotating and collecting costs. In our cost model, we only count the number of arithmetic operations. To integrate this model formally, we use the same lightweight approach as in [6] . It has the advantage that it was very easy to integrate on top of the existing formalization.
• We use a type a cost = a × nat to represent a result of type a in combination with a cost for computing the result.
• For every Isabelle function f :: a ⇒ b that is used to define the LLL algorithm, we define a corresponding extended function f cost :: a ⇒ b cost. These extended functions use pattern matching to access the costs of sub-algorithms, and then return a pair where all costs are summed up.
• In order to state correctness, we define two selectors cost :: a cost ⇒ nat and result :: 'a cost ⇒ 'a. Then soundness of f cost is split into two properties. The first one states that the result is correct: result (f cost x) = f x, and the second one provides a cost bound cost (f cost x) ≤ . . ..
We did not use ressource monads as in [15] -which can be used to accumulate the costs -to model the functions f cost. The reason is that we would then always have to break the monad abstraction in order to formally prove the cost bounds.
We illustrate our approach using two example functions: dmu array row main cost corresponds to lines 3-7 of Algorithm 2, and basis reduction main cost is an annotated version of basis reduction main as it is defined in Section 2.
function dmu array row main cost where dmu array row main cost fi i dmus j = (let . . . The function dmu array row main cost is the usual case: one part invokes sub-algorithms or makes a recursive call and extracts the cost by pattern matching on pairs (c1 and c2 ), one does some local operations and manually annotates the costs for them (c3 ), and, finally, the pair of the computed result and the total cost is returned.
The function basis reduction main cost is a bit more interesting. All other functions can easily be annotated without changing their input arguments. basis reduction main was defined as a tail-recursive partial function (see [5] ). In order to write basis reduction main cost as tailrecursive we add an accumulator c to its input arguments. The proof that basis reduction main cost is terminating is similar to the termination proof of basis reduction main. Both functions only terminate if certain preconditions are met (LLL invariant). The proofs on both functions also use LLL measure which measures the number of loop iterations and is bound by a polynomial expression in m, n and the squared norm of the largest vector.
For both of these cost functions (and all other cost functions) we prove that result returns the same value as the corresponding function, and give upper bounds for the return values of cost. We end up with the Lemma reduce basis cost expanded mentioned in the introduction.
Bounds on the Numbers in the LLL Algorithm
Whereas the previous section provides a formally verified upper bound on the number of arithmetic operations, in this section we consider the costs of each individual arithmetic operation, and formally derive bounds on the f i ,μ i,j , andg i , as well as on the auxiliary values computed by Algorithms 2 and 3. Although the implementation of Algorithm 2 computes neither g i norg i throughout its execution, the proof of an upper bound onμ i,j uses an upper bound on g i . Whereas the bounds for g i will be valid throughout the whole execution of the algorithm, the bounds for the f i depend on whether we are inside or outside the for-loop in lines 3-4 of Algorithm 1. Within the for-loop, the value of the f i can get slightly larger than outside the loop.
To formally verify bounds on the numbers, we first define a stronger LLL-invariant which includes the conditions f bound outside fs and g bound gs. Recall that A is the maximum squared norm of the initial f vectors.
definition LLL bound invariant outside (i, fs, gs) = (LLL invariant i fs ∧ f bound outside i fs ∧ g bound gs)
Note that LLL bound invariant does not enforce a bound on theμ i,j , since such a bound can be derived from the bounds on f , g, and the Gramian determinants.
lemma mu bound Gramian determinant:
The proof of this fact is rather straightforward and follows closely the one from [25, Chapter 16]. The proof uses Cauchy's inequality (
, which is part of our vector library (the Isabelle theory file Norms.thy).
Bounds on the Gramian determinants can be directly derived from the Lemma Gramian determinant and g bound gs:
lemma Gramian determinant bound:
assumes LLL invariant (i, fs, gs) and g bound gs and k < m shows Gramian determinant fs k ≤ A Finally, we note that the polynomial complexity and number bounds for Algorithm 1 were not formalized in [5] , but that such bounds do follow along the same lines as the ones shown in this and the previous section, with one exception: When g i is a vector of rationals, an invariant bound on the size of its absolute value does not imply a bound on the numerators and denominators of its components. A similar comment applies to the rational µ i,j values. To obtain these bounds on numerators and denominators, we use the fact that multiplying g i (or µ i,j ) by the corresponding Gramian determinant, results in an integer-valued vector (or an integer, respectively). This immediately implies bounds on the denominators of the vector components, which, together with the bound on the norm of the vector (given by g bound gs), then implies a bound on the numerators as well. These proofs also require Cramer's lemma (see Section 6).
Applying Cramer's Lemma in Isabelle
Cramer's lemma (also known as Cramer's rule) states that, given a system of linear equations M x = b, where M is a non-singular (n × n)-matrix, the unique solution of the system is given by x j = det Mj det M , where M j is the matrix obtained from M by replacing the j-th column with the vector b. Using Cramer's lemma to solve a system of linear equations is, mathematically, a simple matter, which is why the details of applying it are hand-waved in the informal proofs in [7] . Of course, in the context of proof formalization, all of these details need to be specified. As it turns out, there are also some Isabelle-specific technical issues with using this lemma. In this section, we look at how these issues can be overcome, and also show how the missing details of several proofs described in the previous sections were added in our Isabelle implementation.
Although Cramer's lemma is already available in the Isabelle distribution, there is a technical obstacle to deal with before we can use it in our proof. lemma cramer lemma: fixes A :: aˆ nˆ n shows det (replace col hma A (A · v x) j) = x $ j · det A
The problem is that the lemma is available in HOL-analysis, which uses Harrison's technique to represent vector dimensions via type variables [8] . In contrast, the whole LLL algorithm is formalized using a matrix-and vector-library of the AFP [21] . Here, the dimensions of a matrix M of e.g. type a mat are not fixed in the type. Instead we have to add the assumption M ∈ carrier mat n n if M is of dimensions n × n.
A recent development in Isabelle/HOL allows us to transfer theorems between the two matrix libraries [3, Section 4] . It is based on local type definitions [10] and Isabelle's transfer mechanism [9] . In order to move a lemma from one matrix representation to the other, transfer rules have to be developed for all constants within that lemma. For instance, for Cramer's lemma we must establish the following transfer rule between the constants replace col and replace col hma. Here, replace col A v i is the matrix A where column i is replaced by vector v using the AFP matrix representation, and replace col hma provides the same functionality using the HOL-analysis matrix library. This transfer rule states that if all three arguments of replace col and replace col hma are related, then also the result is related. To be more precise, the first arguments of both functions must represent the same matrix (related by HMA M), the second arguments must represent the same vector (related by HMA V ), and the third arguments must represent the same index (related by HMA I ), in order to conclude that both results represent the same matrix (related by HMA M).
The transfer rule is easy to prove, and afterwards transfer rules for all constants in Cramer's lemma are available, since the existing library [3] already contains transfer rules for determinants, matrix-vector-multiplication, etc. At this point, Cramer's lemma can be transferred immediately. The following Isabelle source code contains the full proof for lemma cramer lemma mat. lemma cramer lemma mat: fixes A :: a mat assumes A ∈ carrier mat n n and x ∈ carrier vec n and j < n shows det (replace col A (A · v x) j) = x $ j · det A
Conclusion
We have extended the original formalization of the LLL basis reduction algorithm from [5] , by also formalizing a more efficient version of the algorithm, and by giving formal proofs of the polynomial-time complexity of both the new implementation and of the old one. As the performance of the new implementation is comparable to that of some commercial products that implement the same algorithm, this puts our verified implementation within the realm of practically usable software. One way to further build on this work would be to formalize a fast polynomial factorization algorithm that uses the LLL basis reduction algorithm as a subroutine, such as van Hoeij's algorithm [24] , which would make full use of the efficiency of our current implementation.
